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A
pril 22 was the centenary of the

birth of J. Robert Oppenheimer

’26, S.D. ’47, leader of those who

built the atomic bomb. He had

had a “left-wandering” youth, and

after the war he was accused of being a

member of the Communist

party and even a spy for the So-

viets, charges he denied and

which security agencies never

proved. His role as a govern-

mental science adviser ended in

1954 after the Atomic Energy

Commission revoked his secu-

rity clearance, a decision upheld

in a famous, trial-like hearing.

The attack on Oppenheimer

was one of the most vicious of

the era for which Senator Joseph

McCarthy was the poster boy.

Indeed, the senator provided the

AEC with ammunition when a

witness at a McCarthy hearing in 1953 al-

leged that he had attended a Communist

party meeting in Oppenheimer’s home.

An excellent profile, Oppenheimer: Portrait
of an Enigma (Ivan R. Dee), by Jeremy Bern-

stein ’51, Ph.D. ’55, a physicist, professor

emeritus, and former New Yorker writer,

appeared just before Oppenheimer’s birth-

day. Bernstein was at the Institute for Ad-

vanced Study in Princeton in the late

1950s, while Oppenheimer was its direc-

tor, but they first met at Harvard in the
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spring of ’57 when Oppenheimer gave the

William James Lecture, a multipart series

that he called “The Hope of Order.”

“Of course the physics department was

out in force,” writes Bernstein. “At the

time, since there was not much mention

of it, I did not fully realize how many

embers of the department had been in-

lved either with Los Alamos or with

ppenheimer in California. The chairman

 the department, Kenneth Bainbridge,

d been in charge of preparing the test

e at Trinity. After the explosion he had

id to Oppenheimer, ‘…Now we are all

ns of bitches’….Norman Ramsey, a pro-

fessor in the department, had

been on the team on the island

of Tinian that had assembled

Fat Man, the bomb that was

dropped on Nagasaki.”

The audience filled the 1,200

seats of Sanders Theatre, and the

New Lecture Hall held nearly

another 800 people listening on

speakers. “Nothing that has

been written about his charisma

as a public lecturer has been ex-

aggerated,” Bernstein attests. “It

was a mixture of phrasing that

was both elegant and somewhat

obscure. You were not quite sure

hat he meant, but you were sure that it

as profound and that it was your fault

at you didn’t see why.”

Peter W. Roberts, Ed ’65, then a fresh-

an at Boston University, now of Eugene,

regon, also heard Oppenheimer lecture

d “was accidental witness to a historic

otnote,” he tells Primus. “I’ve never seen

e moment mentioned anywhere else.”
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